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co-design 
beyond 
the human

Having the Animal Protection 
Denmark as a our discussion 

partners, this 3-week course at KADK 
explores the cutting edge of co-design 
by engaging and exploring the (slightly 
provoking) theme of ‘co-design beyond 
the human’ through the question:

What kind of practices 
can support/better (by 
better we mean mutually 
beneficial relationships) 
ecological entanglements 
between humans and 
other species in the city?



Best Li & Sissel (course responsible)

The transdisciplinary practice of co-design 
has in itself a history of being cutting edge; 
a practice that has early engaged and 
valued complex political and social issues 
as indistinguishable from material design 
engagement. At the same time, with its 
foundation in workplace democracy co-
design’s main objectives has grown out 
of a sensitivity towards inclusion of future 
potential users; people. 

However, in regards to recent debates 
and discussions around environmental 
issues and ecological changes where it is 
argued that we need to take account of 
ozone holes, coral reefs, garbage heaps, 
and all the rest (Bryant 2010, Latour 
2004). This requires us to question not just 
arrangements between humans, but to 
open up to an entirely different universe 

– a multiverse - of actors. Too often, it 
seems, we tend to divide objects and 
subjects and things become considered as 
either merely symbolic and representative 
entities or just as means to an end. What if 
we refuse to uncouple nature and culture? 
What if we deny that human beings are 
exceptional and instead explicitly attempts 
to acknowledge the interconnectedness 
and interdependence of humans and 
more-than-humans: animals and plants; 
land, water and air; materials and 
technologies? In this course we will 
engage both discursively and materially in 
the political question; inclusion of what 
and how?



Parts of the course concerns 
fieldwork that  maps out some 
curious nature/culture clashes that 
take place in the local milieux of 
Copenhagen.   

exploring boundaries: how we frame  
nature into our environments vs. how  

we frame ourselves into nature  

[Lea & Giulio]

taxidermy bird triggering initial reflections 
on the human and non-human animal 
relationships in the urban environment 

[Andrea & Ingeborg]



slug clashing with bike path and humans

[Naomi & Alice]

trying to create a common space for  
humans and birds

[Iris-Edda & Maria]



Andrea Østmo da Costa & 
Ingeborg Himle Matland

City pets and city dwellers: 
multiple species,  
multiple spaces 



How might we encourage interest and 
engagement in the shaping of a future 
urban environment that is more  
inclusive for both human and non- 
human animals alike?

What if Dyrenes Beskyttelse could 
advise or hold a council that could 
provide guidance on urban planning 
with non-human animals in mind?
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Co-designers aspire to both build 
bridges and enter conflict zones. 

They seek to open up new discussions, 
attempt to raise awareness, and work 
for healthy development and change. 
With this project, we entered the urban 
environment and attempted to create 
a new kind of dialogue: one between 
humans and non-human animals, and 
we found it to be quite the challenge.

‘Pest’ may be the lowest status that we can assign 
an animal. The pigeon is commonly considered 
a pest but, as a familiar face in our streets and 
on our rooftops, is an increasingly urban non-
human animal, a species humans share the 
urban environment with. We began querying 
how this perception of the pigeon as ‘city pest’ 
could be altered, and asked whether a change in 
the relationship between humans and pigeons, 
where the pigeon is treated more like something 
of a ‘communal city pet’, could improve the 
urban life of both pigeon and human, and 
whether this be ever considered in future urban 
planning. 

We then questioned ourselves: how can this 
change be triggered? Who can influence, and 
be a source of knowledge on the topic? 
 
To find the answers to these questions we 
attempted to explore both perspectives, with 
both the human and the the pigeon as sources 
of knowledge. Three main interventions were 
our tools for investigating the human-pigeon 
relationship: we used role-play to impersonate 
a pigeon ‘pet-owner’ and trigger a dialogue; 
tried to trigger interactions with the pigeons 
themselves using sensory tools, such as sounds, 
materials and foods; and attempted to designate 
an area for the pigeons as a shared ‘multi-
species space’ within a distinctively human-
centred area at Københavns Hovedbanegård.



Lea Herzfeld &
Giulio Ceste

Spiders Welcome



How might we convert phobias of insects 
and other unwanted critters into curiosity 
about them, in order to expand our 
compassion and relational consciousness 
for all beings?
  

What if Dyrenes Beskyttelse promoted 
house critters as pets, as a way to train 
kids’ compassion for other beings and  
decrease the number of neglected pets?
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When Dalai Lama was asked what 
was most important to teach 

children he answered “teach them to 
love the insects”(Uhl, 2011).

Indeed, learning to respect other organisms, 
even the smallest in our environment, can lead 
to an increased compassion and relational 
consciousness for all beings (Uhl, 2011). This 
increased awareness - of habits, features, 
needs and values of other organisms - might 
help us better understand and appreciate the 
ecosystems we live in.  Furthermore it might 
support building better relations with other 
beings populating our ecosystems.

We believe that a new focus on insects and other 
small organisms could enrich and extend the 
vision of Dyrenes Beskyttelse, as the organization 
does not have a strategic point of view on insects 
yet. Such focus would be especially relevant for 
the area of intervention “Animals & Humans”. 
The organization intends to highlight animals’ 
great social value to humans and encourage 
responsible ownership. By especially engaging 
children and their families in discovering the 
animals that already exist in their homes, new 
relationships and curiosity for the smallest 
animals can be increased. Children can train to 
take responsibility for other living beings.

The increased awareness for other animal’s 
welfare will hopefully lead to a better 
understanding of animals’ need and decrease 
the number of neglected and mistreated pets. 
Cases where children do not take proper care of 
their pets - or owners having to give their pets 
to shelters because they require too much work, 
time or money - might be avoided by redirecting 
their attention to pests as small pets. 

Our intervention, Spiders Welcome focuses on 
the ecosystem “home”. Building a spider house, 
placing it in our homes to attract and invite 
spiders into our environment, is an expression 
of the new, open, and playful relationship we 
want to create with insects and other critters. 
Instead of throwing them out of our homes, we 
could learn how to co-exist and develop more 
compassion.

Sources:
Uhl, C. & Stuchul, Dana L. (2011). Teaching as if 
life matters. Baltimore: The John Hopkin University 
Press  
   



Iris-Edda Lappalainen &  
Maria Mietkr Rasmussen

Common Space



Why do we accept birds in nature but see 
them as pests in the city?

How can we make more common spaces 
so that both species can co-exist in a better 
and more balanced way in the city?
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We started to look at the question 
by placing cardboard bird houses 

on Ströget in the centre of Copenhagen 
as well as by mapping the city centre 
where humans and birds are found. 
We were trying to get some insights on 
human and pigeon behaviour toward 
these houses and by mapping the 
city we were trying to find different 
behaviours between the two species. 

Through the observation of the reactions toward 
the bird houses we noticed that  neither the 
human or the pigeons were too interested in the 
houses. The human reaction was to ignore or 
find them funny, the pigeons were just running 
around the street stressed and looking for food. 

With the mapping we were surprised to find that 
common spaces actually exist on squares that 
have fountains or statues with water as well as 
on roofs that we humans use the roof for shelter 
and birds for nesting. So the question of how to 
make more common spaces so that both species 
can co-exist in a better and more balanced way 
in the city?

How can we make  more common spaces so 
that both species can co-exist in a better and 
more balanced way in the city?

With this question in mind we did research on 
pigeons and common spaces in the city. We 
wanted to do research on the possibilities of 
creating respect/understanding for the pigeons 
in the city and through this design common 
spaces.  



Alice Moynihan & 
Naomi Aholou

Be Sluggy



How might we encourage curiosity and 
respect towards animal species through 
‘embodied’ learning methods?

What if Dyrenes Beskyttelse encouraged 
members to explore different ways of 
learning that engaged with distinctly  
animal perspectives, in order to foster 
new inter-species relationships?
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In his book Being a Beast, Charles 
Foster writes  “Only those blind to the 

velvet flow of a caterpillar’s legs and 
deaf to the grunt of a crocus as it noses 
out of the earth don’t worship.”  his 
manifesto urges us (humans) to seek 
out wonder in the natural world that 
surrounds us, and wonder, he argues, 
comes from observing other species in 
new ways and in great detail. *

‘Be sluggy’ is a series of experiments where 
we attempted to feel what it is to be a slug 
through embodying slug-like physicality. 
Our experiments take inspiration from close 
observations and documentation of the slug 
species Arionidae and its journey across a bike 
path in Amager fælled — an activity that brings it 
in frequent contact with potentially fatal, human 
traffic.

We were curious about certain observed 
characteristics of the slugs physicality; its 
slowness, scale, orientation, movement by 
sliding and navigation by use of senses. 

Further, we wanted to explore what could be 
learnt from the slug by  trying out:

-  What does it feel like to travel at a slow speed 
in a busy, human-traffic environment?

-  How does it feel to alter orientation and scale 
through viewing the road from ‘slug level’ ?

-  What can we discover from attempting to 
navigate within a space without relying on our 
dominant sense of sight but rather use touch 
and sound?

We believe that ‘embodied observation’ could 
be helpful strategy for Animal Protection 
Denmarks’ “fight for a respectful and sustainable 
relationship between animals, people and 
nature”. In particular in fostering  more respectful 
relationships by exploring new (playful and 
curious) ways to learn-from and relate-to 
the experience of animal species within city 
environments. Through doing so we can 
also challenge the relational boundaries that 
currently exist when we educate humans about 
animals. Could this relationship be pushed 
beyond ‘learning about’ to include ‘learning with’ 
and ‘learning from’?

*Foster, C. (2016). Being a Beast: Adventures 
Across the Species Divide. Macmillan.



“How monotonous our speaking becomes when we speak only to 
ourselves! And how insulting to the other beings – to foraging black 
bears and twisted old cypresses – that no longer sense us talking to 
them, but only about them, as though they were not present in our 
world…Small wonder that rivers and forests no longer compel our focus 
or our fierce devotion. For we walk about such entities only behind 
their backs, as though they were not participant in our lives. Yet if we no 
longer call out to the moon slipping between the clouds, or whisper to 
the spider setting the silken struts of her web, well, then the numerous 
powers of this world will no longer address us – and if they still try, we 
will not likely hear them.” 

David Abram, Becoming Animal: An Earthly Cosmology


